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NOTE 
m W~KXi HAVE A GRAPHICAL, 
hk @.dtc(:*? UnttW~tt~. hfepm. *r&wan - ku. To& yo, Jqac 
~4 @tc’u% (; BP %d 01) habe a gr;lphbcal regular rcprs\sntation lf there ex++ts a simple graph ,X 
AtttQSl. the full automorphism group of ,., and (ii) ~3 is regular as a 
ticcs of X. ‘Many pap+%s studying which groups have 
published. The purpose of this note is to add some 
regular representation. 
tim. Let G = (-u. y ), x ’ = 1, tke (A finite group generated by two elements x and 
y N&4& x2 = 1. ~uppssc that G is non -soluu jfe. Then G has Q graphical regular 
represu”ntation. 
prosf. This proof is a modification of that of Watkins 14, Sections 2 ar.d 31 which 
shows that A, (n a 5) has a graphical regu ar representation. Let us ciet z = yx. 
Neither y nor z is involution (an clement of order 2). because otherwise G is 3 
dihedral group and solvable Let y be of order m and z be of order 1. We may 
and moreover I a 4 because of the non-solvability of G because 
;hc group is a homomorphic image of A, and hence is solvable. 
Set H = (x. y, y :. . . . , y a4 .I. z, z ‘). Let xc;. b, bc the Cayley graph of G with rcspeci 
to the subset W ( = H ‘). That is, V(.&.& = G and two vertices a and b are joined 
(i.e., [a. b] is an edge) if and only if (1 = bh for some h E H. We want to show that 
a graphical regular representation on the graph Xc,. ,+ Since G acts 
) and since the graph X Ci.H is connected, it suffices to show 
for any h CC H. where for Cc E G t = WLfi Y, 
ow, let us consider the edges in the 
h induced by W ( C V(X,, tf )). The following are clearly edges: 
lx.2 ‘1, (4) [y’,y’] for any i a!nd j with I si -(m - 1. 
witI show that there is no further edge in H. Suppose 
omej#m-I(= -1).Thenxw=y~ fix-somcwEH- 
) (otherwise x E (y j, and G = (x, y ) becomes cyclic- a 
p 2 - 1 (becausg ~2 I = y .‘), we bade w -_ ::. Thus, smce 
have z 1 P, y’+l_ Since x2 = 3, we have xyx ’ = y;. Therefore. (y) is 
2$7 
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normal in di = (x, Y).~ and this contradicts the non-solvability of G. NOW, by using 
the same argument, we can easily conclude that if there is any further edge in H 
other than those listed as from-(l) to (4), we have t 2 = y Ir for some integer k. (Here, 
we must use the fact that 2 2 4.) ‘Therefore, G is solvable, a contradiction. Hence, 
her edge in H. Now, looking a& the structure of the subgraph M, it is 
clear that y * is Exed by any q~ in Aut(&&. Therefore, ii: turn, all 
y -2, y -3, . . . , y w-‘) = y, and moreover, x, I and z -’ are fined by any 4p in 
Aut(Xc,,& Thus, we have completed the proof of the Proposition. 
Remark. The class of finite non-solvable groups which are generated by two 
elements o;le of which is an involution is fairly large. It is a well known (and very 
plausib!e) conjecture that every finite simple group has this property, No counter 
example is known to this conjecture, and this conjecture is already verified for large 
classes of known finite simple groups. See, e.g., Brahana 121% ,Ilbert and Thompson 
[I], Steinberg f3f and so on. Therefore, it will be vet-v reasonable to expect that 
every (at least known) finite simple group has a graph&l regular epresentation. 
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